The dispersion properties of ion acoustic waves (IAW) are sensitive to the strength of ion-ion collisions in multi-species plasma in which the different species usually have differing charge-tomass ratios. The modification of the frequency and damping of the fast and slow acoustic modes in a plasma composed of light (low Z) and heavy (high Z) ions is considered. In the fluid limit where the light ion scattering mean free path, λ lh is smaller than the acoustic wavelength, λ = 2π/k, the interspecies friction and heat flow carried by the light ions scattering from the heavy ions causes the damping. In the collisionless limit, kλ lh >> 1, Landau damping by the light ions provides the dissipation. In the intermediate regime when kλ lh ∼ 1, the damping is at least as large as the sum of the collisional and Landau damping. * Electronic address: berger5@llnl.gov
I. INTRODUCTION
Ion acoustic waves in magnetic-field-free plasmas play an essential role in the evolution of many important processes such as laser-plasma scattering instabilities, return current instabilities, and in the nonlinear stability of plasma waves. Of particular interest are the dispersive properties of ion acoustic waves in high-temperature, laser-produced plasmas created in experiments on large laser facilities with 40−200kJ and focused laser intensities in excess of 10 13 W/cm 2 and smaller laser facilities with ∼ 100J and focused laser intensities less than 10 16 W/cm 2 .
[1] The vast majority of laser-plasma experiments use solid paralene (CH) or hydrocarbon gases such as propane (C 3 H 8 ) as a target material that is quickly ionized to make 0.5 − 4 keV electron temperature plasma at electron densities of 1 − 100 × 10 19 cm −3 .
One experiment, specially designed to probe the properties of ion acoustic waves in a low-Z, high-Z mixture of gold and beryllium, [2] was motivated in part on the basis of collisionless theory of ion acoustic waves in multiple-species plasmas. [3] , [4] Thomson scatter from the ion waves in a gold-beryllium plasma has been used as an ion temperature diagnostic. [5] High-Z gases, such as argon or xenon, have been added to low-Z plasma for spectroscopic diagnosis or to create X-ray sources. In some experiments, the addition of "trace" amounts of high-Z diagnostic dopants appears to affect the results. [6] More recently, experiments have addressed specifically the dependence of the stimulated scattering from ion acoustic waves on plasma charge state, Z, both for pure gases and for small amounts of high Z in hydrocarbon plasma. [7] For a plasma of more than one ion species, the acoustic wave frequency dispersion of a single-ion-species plasma is easily generalized to ω f = kλ de j ω pi,j where λ de is the electron Debye length and, for species j, the ion plasma frequency, ω pi,j = 4πN 2 j e 2 Z 2 j /m j . This dispersion assumes that the phase velocity, ω f /kv j >> 1 for all species, j. The notation, ω f , where the subscript stands for "fast", anticipates the existence of other acoustic modes where the ω f /kv j < 1 for at least one species. Consider the case of two ion species and assume a mode exists such that the phase velocity lies between the lighter and heavier ion thermal velocity. That is, the lighter ions play for this "slow" mode a role similar to the role the electrons play for the fast wave. Such modes are well-known. [3, 4] , [8] - [12] In addition to the practical applications, the theory of acoustic waves in multiple-species plasma is inherently interesting problem in plasma physics. There have been numerous con-tributions to the theory of multiple-species ion waves within the context of the hydrodynamic equations [8] , [9] or the Vlasov equation coupled with Maxwell's equations. [3] , [4] , [10] , [11] , [12] The theory presented here is (to our knowledge) the first to consider the general case where both interspecies collisions and Landau damping are treated. The hydrodynamic equations are valid in the limit that the self-collisions and interspecies collisions are frequent enough to maintain an isotropic Maxwellian; that is the ion-ion mean free path, λ ij = V i /ν i,j (where
) is much less than the acoustic wavelength and the acoustic frequency ω is much less than the ion-ion collision rate, ν i,j . The assumption here is that the relative velocity is the light ion velocity with thermal velocity, V i = T i /m i . In the limit that both these inequalities are reversed, the Vlasov equation is the appropriate description. The acoustic wavelengths that motivate this work are set by laser plasma interactions (such as stimulated Brillouin scattering, filamentation, or Thomson scatter) which scale with the laser wavelength, namely, 351 − 1053nm. Because the wavenumber of the acoustic wave that backscatters the laser light is 10 − 50× the wavenumber for forward scatter, one approximation is unlikely to be appropriate in all cases of interest.
This problem is similar to acoustic wave dispersive properties in a single species plasma when the electron-ion mean free path is comparable to the acoustic wavelength. [13] , [14] In fact, we adopt the methods developed for that problem by using the linearized FokkerPlanck equation for the light ion with a Lorentz collision operator to account for interspecies collisions. [13] Given the strong self-collisions of the higher Z species, we treat them as a cold fluid.
We present explicit results of the frequency and damping of slow and fast ion acoustic waves for the example of a mixture of hydrogen and xenon. The [Z = 40, A = 131] xenon concentration is varied from 1% to 10% by atom. The Lorentz gas approximation to the interspecies collision operator made in deriving the linearized Fokker-Planck equation is more accurate for heavy, high-Z ions such as gold or xenon than lighter, lower-Z ions such as carbon. In addition, the frequencies of the slow and fast waves are distinctly separated for mixtures of xenon and hydrogen which allows for unambiguous Thomson scatter signatures.
We find that the dispersive properties of the waves are greatly modified by interspecies (light-heavy) collisions when |ω| < ∼ ν lh and kλ lh < ∼ 1 where
The first inequality means that the (higher-frequency) fast wave dispersion remains Vlasovlike for a larger ν lh than the slow wave. Also because the heavy ions oscillate nearly out of phase with the light ions in the slow wave, the slow wave does not exist as a normal mode in semi-collisional limit, kλ lh ∼ 0.1. The fast wave, which exists for all kλ lh , is
Landau damped when the phase velocity, ω/k, approaches the light ion thermal velocity, V l (high ion temperature and large kλ lh ) and collisionally damped for ω/kV l >> 1 (low ion temperature and small kλ lh ) . Application of the theory to hydrocarbon plasma with typical parameters of Inertial Fusion Experiments shows significant modification of the dispersive properties as well. In experiments where the acoustic modes of a Be-Au plasma were probed with Thomson scatter [2] , kλ lh ∼ 3 for a 1% Au and kλ lh ∼ 0.5 for a 10% Au; in this case, interspecies collisions may affect the interpretation of the Thomson scatter as we discuss in Sec. IV.
In Sec. II, the dispersion relations are obtained in turn from the linearized fluid, collisionless (Vlasov), and Fokker-Planck equations. In Sec. III. the frequency and damping of slow and fast ion acoustic waves in two species plasmas are found as a function of the ion-ion mean free path as determined by the ion temperature variation for fixed wavelength or by the acoustic wavelength variation for fixed ion temperature. In Sec. IV, we conclude.
II. TWO SPECIES ION ACOUSTIC WAVES
The frequency and damping of ion acoustic waves in multiple species plasmas has been examined previously in the collisionless limit where the Landau damping prevails and in the hydrodynamic limit where interspecies friction and viscosity prevail. [8] , [9] In the collisionless limit [3] , [4] , the coupling between species occurs only through the self-consistent electric field, and the general dispersion relation for any number of ion species is easily obtained. When collisions between species are important, the calculation is tedious beyond two species if the collisional coupling between all species is retained. If the different species have different charge-to-mass ratios, interspecies friction, in the collisional limit defined by kλ ij << 1 for all species i,j, is the dominant dissipation because the ions accelerate to different oscillatory velocities in the electric field. In plasmas consisting of heavy, high Z (e.g. Au or Xe) materials mixed with light, low-Z materials (e.g. H or Be), the heavy species distribution is constrained to be an isotropic Maxwellian because of the strong self collisions but the light species collisionality relies on the inter-species scattering, somewhat like the scattering of electrons from ions. In one limit where the number of high-Z and low-Z ions is similar, the frequency of the mode is determined by the heavy ions (
h /A h ) but the dissipation depends on the number of light ions. In another limit where the heavy species is a very small fraction, the mode frequency is determined by light ions but the heavy ions still dominant the collision rate (because
In light of the dominance of inter-species collisions, we consider the Fokker-Planck equation for the light ions in which the self-collisions are kept only in the lowest order but the collisions from the heavy ions are kept to all orders. The light ion distribution, f l , is expanded according to,
where F l , an isotropic Maxwellians with density N l and temperature T l , satisfies the lowest order equation. The evolution of the light ion perturbed distribution function (in the frame oscillating with the light ions) is governed by the equation,
where F h is the isotropic Maxwellian of the heavy ions with density N h and temperature T h . If the heavy and light ions have similar temperature, the relative velocity in a collision is to a good approximation the light ion velocity. Thus, the collisional interaction of light ions with heavy ions can be treated in a manner similar to the collisions of electrons from ions. One result is that the light-heavy collisions act to isotropize the light ion distribution.
Unlike the single-ion-species, electron-ion plasma where quasi-neutrality requires, U e = U i ,
where U e,i is the electron, ion flow velocity, the light and heavy ion flow velocities, U l and U h , are generally unequal. As shown by Epperlein [8] , the right hand light of Eq. (4) can be written,
where µ = (v · E/ (vE)) and F l is the isotropic distribution of the light ions in the light ion frame. Again, the rate of collisions of the light ions from the heavy ions is,
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A. The hydrodynamic limit
In the limit that kλ ij << 1 for all species i,j, the fluid equations are appropriate. Expanding δf l in a Legendre polynomial series but keeping only the l = 0, 1 coefficients allows a solution for δf l,1 in terms of F l and f l,0 . The set of fluid moment equations for the density, momentum, and energy generated by integrating Eq. (4) with weights (1,
is closed with the friction force and the heat flow determined by moments of δf l,1 . The linearized particle conservation equations for each species are,
For the light ions, the momentum evolves according to,
where the friction force, R lh is [8] ,
The heavy ion momentum evolves according to,
where R hl = −R lh and the collision time of light ions from heavy ions is, τ lh = 2/π/3 /ν lh , where ν lh = ν 1 (V l ) given in Eq. (6) and the light ion thermal velocity is V l = T l /m l . The light ion temperature evolves according to,
where
and K lh = γ 0 N l T l τ lh /m l , β 0 = 3/2, α 0 = 3π/32, and γ 0 = 128/3π. The heavy ion heat flow is negligible and the heavy ions obey the adiabatic temperature equation,
The electrons are in pressure balance with the electric field, E.
−ikT e n e − eN e E = 0,
Because the ion scattering mean free path can be of the same magnitude as the electron 
the dispersion relation can be expressed in the form:
where D is the matrix that relates the flow velocity vector U = [U l , U h ] to the electric field with determinant,
and the partial acoustic frequencies,
and the ratio of the mass density, r lh = m l N l /m h N h ; r lh ∼ 1 for dilute mixtures of high Z material. We neglect the electron contribution to the IAW damping from collisional or collisionless processes [13] .
In the long wavelength or low ion temperature limit where ω kV l kV h , the terms in Eqs. 17, 18, 19 , and 20 that originate from the ion pressure gradients are small compared to the drag and frequency. In that limit, the dispersion relation is a complex cubic polynomial.
Assuming a root with (ω) (ω), one finds the approximate solution,
Because 1 ω f , the damping is weak and proportional to τ lh in this limit. No slow mode roots are found in this limit but a weakly damped non-oscillatory mode is found.
The damping is weak for the fast wave because the strong friction forces the heavy and light ions to the same velocity. On the other hand, for the slow mode to exist, the heavyion and light-ion oscillatory velocities must have the opposite signs which is precluded by strong friction. For higher ion temperature or shorter wavelength, the collision rate, thus the friction, decreases. The off-diagonal components of D are small and the diagonal components are in first approximation equal to −iω. To lowest order in kλ lh , the fast wave solution to
Eq. (16) is again,
and the damping appears in the next order proportional to τ −1 lh . Here, the dominant contribution to the fast wave damping is caused by the thermal heat conduction of the light ions.
The phase velocity of the slow mode is between the light and heavy thermal velocity.
Without the ion pressure contribution, the slow frequency, ω s = 0. The mode exists in the fluid limit only when kV l τ lh > ∼ 1, and then the thermal conduction damping is more important than the explicit drag as was the case for the fast wave discussed in the previous paragraph. If the ratio of the heavy-to-light masses is large, the mode frequency is given by,
which shows that the phase velocity is a nearly constant fraction of the light ion thermal velocity provided the light ion Debye length is much less than the wavelength, V l /ω ll k −1 .
As an example, we consider the acoustic modes of a mixture that is 99% hydrogen atoms and 1% xenon atoms ionized to Z Xe = 40 at an electron density, N e = 9×10 20 cm −3 and at an electron temperature, T e = 2keV. The acoustic wave wavelength is held fixed at 175.66nm which corresponds to the wavelength that backscatters a light wave of wavelength, 351nm.
The scattering mean free path of the protons from the xenon ions is varied over several orders of magnitude by varying the ion temperature.
In Fig. 1 , the frequency, damping, and phase velocity of the fast and slow modes obtained from the fluid dispersion are shown. The slow mode frequency is about 10× smaller than the fast wave. The damping rate for both waves decreases as kλ lh increases except at very small kλ lh where the damping of the fast wave has a maximum. For the convective growth rate and threshold of SBS, the ratio of the damping rate to the frequency, also shown in Fig. 1 , is important. As asserted previously in this section, the damping rate is primarily caused by thermal conduction for kλ lh > ∼ 0.1. A similar difference exists for the fast wave.
There is no significant effect of the ion thermal conduction on either mode frequency.
B. The Collisionless Dispersion
The collisionless dispersion relation for two species is presented here to provide a comparison for the more general treatment to be presented in the next section. Because the RHS of Eq. (4) is zero in this approximation, it is convenient to work in a nonoscillatory frame for both ion species. The general dispersion relation is, protons because ζ h 1. In Fig. 2 in Fig. 2 depends weakly on the ion temperature, the slow wave frequency is proportional to √ T i as is clear from the nearly constant value of ω/kV l in Fig. 2 . Note that the Landau damping rate for both modes increases for T i /T e > 0.05 whereas the collisional damping (shown in Fig. 1 ) decreased for both modes for T i > 0.05T e = 0.1 keV. The collisionless damping rate of the fast wave shown in Fig. 2 is very sensitive to the ion temperature and becomes the more strongly damped mode once T i /T e > ∼ 0.1. The collisionless behavior is described in detail in Ref. [3, 4] .
By comparing the results in the examples shown in 1 and 2, one notes that the predictions of the two are quite different. One expects and we will confirm subsequently that the fluid approximation applies for kλ lh < 0.1 and that the Vlasov approximation applies for kλ lh > 10. Now we address the behavior in the intermediate region where 0.1 < kλ lh < 10.
C. The Fokker-Planck response for the light ions
For two species, the light ion response can be found for arbitrary kλ lh by using the same methods used for finding the electron damping of ion acoustic waves for arbitrary kλ ei where the Lorentz collision operator is used for electron-ion collisions. [13] Of course, omitting terms proportional to m l /m h compared to 1 is not as good as omitting ones proportional to m e /m i .
Assuming a periodic perturbation of the form,
we generate from Eq. (4) the equations,
where Eq. (39) applies for j > 2. The Lorentz collision operator (Eq. (5) ) is diagonal for the Legendre polynomials with the result,
where ν j = (j(j + 1)/2) ν 1 . The heavy ions are described by the cold ion fluid equations.
Adopting the same method of continued fractions as used by Epperlein, one accounts for the l > 2 Legendre coefficients f l,j by introducing the renormalized collision frequency ν * l such that
and one finds f l,j=1 in terms of U l,h and E:
Using the relation between the renormalized collision frequencies (defined in Appendix A),
one obtains from Eqs. 36 and 37,
The light ion perturbed density, n l , and rate of momentum loss from the light ions to the heavy ions, R lh , are obtained from f l,0 and f l,1 respectively with the relations,
Because these equations are constructed in the light ion frame, 4π/3
which the light-ion continuity relation,
follows from Eq. (48). We define the electron and light,heavy ion susceptabilities as χ e = 4πen e /ikE, and χ l,h = −4πeZ l,h n l,h /ikE. Using R hl = −R lh and eliminating U l,h in terms of E, we find from Eqs. (53)
where V l,h is the light,heavy ion thermal thermal velocity. The effective damping rate,
where ν th 1 = ν 1 (V l ) and where η = i(ω/kV l )/kλ lh . [18] The kinetic properties are contained in the dispersion functions, J m (k, ω), defined by
where the dimensionless function,
, has been introduced. [13] In the next section, we consider examples of the frequency and damping of slow and fast acoustic waves by solving Eq. (52 ) for complex ω for a given k.
III. FREQUENCY AND DAMPING OF ACOUSTIC WAVES FOR HEAVY AND LIGHT ION PLASMAS
In the hydrodynamic equations of Sec II A, the dissipative mechanisms were interspecies drag and thermal conduction by the light ions. Consider first the fast wave. If the charge to mass ratio of the two species are equal, the oscillatory velocity of the heavy ion, U h , in the electric field will equal that of the light ion, U l , and (aside from ion pressure contributions to the flow) the drag term will be zero. On the other hand, the slow mode oscillatory velocities for each species are nearly 180 degrees out of phase and the mode is strongly damped in this fluid limit, kλ lh 1. For large kλ lh , collisionless Landau damping will damp the fast wave more and more strongly as the phase velocity of the wave approaches the light ion thermal velocity. The slow mode phase velocity is close to the light ion thermal velocity and is also strongly Landau damped in the collisionless limit. A collisionless example is shown in Fig. 2 . be deformed. For the slow wave (ω/kV l < 1), we do not have to deform the contour below the real axis, and, for that reason, we discuss this computationally simpler case first. If one assumes a value for −ikE/T e , the complex flow velocity for each species can be obtained. Assuming ψ 0 = eφ/T i is given where E = −ikφ, one can find the flow velocities,
where λ Dl (λ Dh ) is the light (heavy) ion Debye length. In Fig. 4 , the slow wave flow velocity for the light and heavy (99% hydrogen and 1% xenon) ions is shown. The magnitude of the xenon flow is larger than and nearly 180 degrees out of phase (a signature of the slow mode)
with that of the hydrogen flow which leads to a large friction force at small kλ lh .
The behavior of the slow wave for other atomic fractions of Xe is similar. If the fraction of Xe is increased above 2.5%, most of electrons are supplied by Xe and the heavy species dominates the ion susceptability. Nonetheless, the heat flow, friction force, and Landau damping are determined by the light ions. In Fig. 5 , the frequency and damping of slow ion acoustic waves are shown from the collisional to collisionless range for 2%Xe and 10%Xe.
The electron temperature and density are the same as for the 1%Xe examples. Note that the increase in the density of xenon ions reduces the mean free path at a given ion temperature.
For T i = 1keV and constant electron density, kλ lh decreases from 26 for 1% to 17 for 2% to 10 for 10% xenon. As is true for 1% xenon the slow roots are well approximated by for 99% hydrogen and 1% xenon for the slow wave. The solid curve shows the relative phase,
the collisionless roots for kλ lh > 10. The real frequency increases with the fraction of Xe
As a consequence, the 10%Xe slow wave phase velocity just exceeds the thermal velocity for small T i for which kλ lh < 0.5. Close examination of these three cases shows that the frequency and damping approach the collisionless values at smaller kλ lh for larger Xe fraction.
In the case of electron damping of single-species ion acoustic waves, Epperlein [13] showed that the total damping was well approximated by the sum of the Landau damping and the collisional damping if the collisional disruption of the Landau damping was accounted for.
Such a separation of effects is possible because different groups of electrons are responsible for each. We repeat this analysis for the 1%Xe and 10%Xe cases and show the results in increases. For the slow modes, the phase velocity is nearly a constant fraction of the light ion thermal velocity such that ω/kV l = 0.3 for 1% xenon and ω/kV l ∼ 1 for 10% xenon.
Thus the criterion that the collisional effects become apparent once ν lh > ∼ |ω| explains the different kλ lh at which the onset of collisional effects occurs for the 1% and 10|% cases.
B. The fast acoustic wave
The fast wave frequency is proportional to √ T e for T i /T e << 1. Thus Landau damping is very small for small T i /T e and becomes increasing important as the ion temperature increases as shown in Fig. 2 . On the other hand, collisional damping becomes important for small kλ lh as shown in Fig. 1 The frequency from the full dispersion agrees with the fluid dispersion in the collisional limit and with the Vlasov dispersion in the collisionless limit. The full dispersion damping rate also agrees with the damping rates from the fluid and Vlasov dispersion in their regimes of validity. There is only a small region of kλ lh where one of the limits does not work well.
As we did for the slow wave roots, we isolate the effect of the collisions on the Landau damping by setting the friction force to zero by neglecting the explicit collisional term (the RHS of Eq. (37) ) in the equation for δf l,1 . [There is no fast wave solution if ω = 0 in Eq. (37) and the l > 1 contributions are neglected; thus, there is no analogue to the diffusive approximation used for the slow wave when kλ lh < 1.] That root's dependence on kλ lh is also shown in Fig. 7 . The frequency, damping, and phase velocity are the same as the collisionless dispersion at short wavelengths. At long wavelengths, the frequency lies between the fluid (Fl) (and FP) root and the collisionless root (Vl). As a result, collisions (in this artificial case) increase the ion Landau damping rather than decrease it, although not enough to make ion Landau damping important.
If one assumes a value for −ikE/T e , the complex flow velocity for each species can be obtained from Eq. (58). In Fig. 8 , the fast wave flow velocity for the light and heavy (99% for 99% hydrogen and 1% xenon for the fast wave. The (φ f ast ) curve shows the relative phase,
hydrogen and 1% xenon) ions is shown. In contrast with the slow wave, here as expected, the hydrogen flow has a magnitude larger than the xenon flow velocity in the collisionless limit. In this limit, the two species oscillate nearly in phase with a relative phase of about 30 degrees. In the collisional regime, the magnitudes of the flow velocities, |U Xe | and |U H |, are small with relative phase of 90 degrees. Thus, despite the large collision rate, ν lh , the friction force plays less of a role for fast waves than for slow waves both because the amplitude of the flows are about 10× less than for the slow wave in the collisional regime and because the phase difference is smaller.
The behavior of the fast wave roots as the ion temperature or light ion mean free path is varied for 2% and 10%Xe is similar to the 1% case as is shown in Fig. 9 . Again, the frequency and damping rate for the full (FP) dispersion agrees with the fluid (Fl) dispersion at long wavelengths and the collisionless (Vl) dispersion at short wavelengths. The damping rate for the full (FP) dispersion is about the same as the sum of the Landau (Vl) and collisional (Fl) damping. The value of kλ lh for which the transition from collisional to collisionless behavior occurs (ω ∼ ν lh ) decreases slightly as the fraction of xenon increases because the frequency of the fast wave decreases with increasing fraction of xenon.
Behavior versus wavenumber for constant T i
The behavior of the roots as kλ lh varied was studied in the previous examples by variation of the ion temperature for a fixed acoustic wave wavelength. Now, consider the variation of kλ lh and its effect on the acoustic wave as the wavenumber is varied for fixed T i . Long wavelength modes will be affected more by collisions than short wavelength modes. In The slow wave roots to the dispersion that includes both collisions and Landau damping have a complex phase velocity ω/k and γ/k that increase as the wavenumber decreases until the γ ∼ ω. This is also the point where the fluid dispersion no longer supports slow wave roots.
The behavior of the fast wave as k is varied is also shown in Fig. 10 . Here, for k/k 0 > 0.1, the phase velocity follows the collisionless dispersion, that is (ω)/k = constant. However, the damping, γ/k, increases from collisional processes as k is decreased. Once kλ lh ∼ = 0. This dependence of the damping on kλ lh is potentially important for propagation of light through large regions of underdense plasma because the amplification of stimulated forward
Brillouin scatter is proportional to ω/ν when the growth rate is small, i.e. γ sbs < ν. To our knowledge, simulations of light propagation treat the ion waves with an arbitrary viscosity coefficient or a Landau-like term such that ν/ω is constant. 
Mixtures of hydrogen and carbon
The discussion to this point has been limited to mixtures of partially ionized high Z and ionized hydrogen gas because the neglect of ion self-collisions and of kinetic effects in the heavy ions is clearly justified. In addition, the fast and slow wave mode frequencies are well separated. Here we show that the influence of ion-ion collisions are also important in the damping of ion acoustic waves in hydrocarbon plasmas, the most often-used plasma for studying laser-plasma interactions. For example, consider a plasma of equal number of protons and fully ionized carbon atoms at an ion temperature of 0.1 keV and an electron density of 1 × 10 21 cm −3 , a typical value for Inertial Confinement Experiments. For the ion wave wavenumber that Brillouin backscatters a 351 nm wavelength light wave, kλ lh = 0.6, a value that is neither clearly collisional nor clearly collisionless. Further, taking an electron temperature of 1 keV also a typical value, we find the fast wave dispersion is slightly but the slow wave is substantially altered. The behavior of the fast and slow wave modes of a T e = 1 keV, fully-ionized CH plasma is shown in Fig. 11 as a function of ion temperature from .04 keV to 1 keV for which kλ lh varies from 0.006 to 60. The longer wavelength acoustic waves that are involved in Brillouin forward scatter are strongly affected by ion-ion collisions.
The slow wave frequency and damping are markedly different from either approximate (fluid or collisionless) solution for T i < 0.2 keV. It is interesting to find the modes in the diffusive (Bl) approximation where only δf 0 and δf 1 are retained such that the Landau resonance is eliminated. That is also shown in Fig. 11a . The frequency for this (Bl) case follows that of the FP frequency but the damping is much reduced. Thus, the slow wave damping for kλ lh < ∼ 3 is mostly Landau damping but with a frequency strongly influenced by collisions. The (FP) Landau damping is less than the collisionless theory (curve Vl) predicts because the phase velocity is greater than collisionless theory predicts. In fact, its phase velocity for T i < 0.2 keV, while less than that of the fast wave, is no longer less than the light ion thermal velocity. Following the slow wave roots in the diffusive limit to kλ lh = .01, one finds that they merge with the fast wave roots.
The fast wave shown in Fig. 11b is still the least damped wave. For T i > 0.1, the FokkerPlanck fast wave roots are essentially the same as the collisionless roots. For T i /T e < 0.1, the fast wave ion damping, because of ion-ion collisions, is slightly larger than the electron Landau damping value that is typically assumed.
C. The perturbed distribution function
The perturbation to the distribution function δf l in Eq. (35) that corresponds to a given normal mode frequency can be reconstructed once the complex frequency is obtained and the relation between the flow and the electric field in Eq. (58) shows that feature but also perturbations at velocities v < 2. These low velocity features, unique to the full dispersion, originate in the collisional interaction as is clear from the distribution in Fig. 13 that is formed without the collision operator in the equation for δf l=1 . The collisional feature moves to higher velocity and becomes more prominent for longer wavelengths. The collision operator works to isotropize the Landau resonance as can be seen by comparing the Vlasov perturbed distribution with the others.
IV. DISCUSSION
The discussion has centered on the complex roots of the plasma dispersion function with the inclusion of ion-ion collisions. One consequence of an improved theory would be a different interpretation of the Thomson scattering spectrum from plasmas with heavy ions.
If the modes of the plasma are weakly damped, the spectrum is proportional to (1/ ) where (k, ω) is given by Eq. (52). For the hydrogen-xenon plasmas that have been the principal example in this study, there are two distinct peaks in the spectrum that correspond to the slow and fast waves. The ratio of the heights of the peaks depends on the relative damping of the modes; that and the position of the peak can be used to determine the electron and ion temperature if the dispersion relation and wavenumber k are known. In Fig. 14 , we consider two examples of Thomson scattering spectra, the 99% hydrogen and 1% xenon plasma and the 99% beryllium and 1% gold plasma used in an experiment. [2] In both cases, k = 2k 0 where k 0 is the wavenumber of a 351nm light wave in the plasma. In the hydrogen-xenon example, the fast wave spectral feature (the phase velocity of the fast wave relative to the proton sound speed, T e /m p ) is somewhat higher when the collisions are included. The width of the fast wave spectral feature is about the same with and without collisions. The shift of slow wave spectral feature (phase velocity relative to the proton sound speed) is independent of both the ion temperature and the inclusion of collisions. However, the ratio of the peaks of the spectral features is sensitive to collisions as the slow wave is more strongly damped when collisions are included. For T i = 500 eV, kλ lh = 6 for the hydrogen-xenon plasma. The gold-beryllium plasma does not have a distinct feature corresponding to the slow wave with or without collisions at either ion temperature considered (100eV and 300eV)
The absence of a distinct slow wave feature is consistent with the experimental result [2] .
The fast wave feature is, for both ion temperatures, at a higher phase velocity with collisions than without. With and without collisions, the fast wave spectral feature is much narrower at the lower temperature. For T i = 300eV, kλ lh = 4 for the beryllium-gold plasma. These examples show that quantitative conclusions about the electron and ion temperatures may still be made but the values obtained from a collisionless theory may be misleading.
